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Driving to Megeve from Geneva
Summary: Follow signs to France. Take A40 towards Chamonix. Turn off A40 at Sallanches and
follow signs to Megeve.
From the French side of the airport
If you have hired from the French side of the airport, check if your car has a Swiss motorway
vignette. Its not usually provided by the rental company but a previous renter may have bought one.
It is a square sticker about 6 x 4 cm on the windscreen displaying the year number. If so, when you
come out from the airport access road, you will see the border on your right. Go through the border
to Switzerland, under the tunnel, turn right and get on the motorway to FRANCE. If you do not
have a Swiss vignette, either buy one (about €40) at the border, or follow signs for the centre of
Geneva, then cross the river and follow signs for Chamonix until you get to the A40 motorway.
Then continue from the first payage below.
From the Swiss side of the airport
If you have hired a car on the Swiss side of the airport it will have a Swiss motorway vignette.
Follow signs towards FRANCE. There are several sets of traffic lights, then a T junction. France is
to the left, but get in the middle lane, because you turn right after about 50 metres onto the
Autoroute. Continue to the border.
About 1km after the border, the road divides into three:
Centre Lane – CHAMONIX, Milan - Join the A40 towards Chamonix.
Stay on A40 past Annemasse
Peage Booth Pay toll – Euro 1.60 Cash (change given) or Credit Card
A40/A41 Stay on A40 Signs Chamonix Turin Milan
Peage Booth Pay toll – Euro 3.30 Cash (change given) or Credit Card
Sortie 20 Leave Autoroute A40

Signs N205 Albertville Sallanches Megève

Enter Sallanches on N205 straight on at two roundabouts Signs Toutes Directions Centre ville
Intersection N205/N212 Traffic lights Turn right, then left
Signs N212 Albertville Cordon Combloux Megève
Enter Combloux At roundabout go straight on Signs Megève
Enter Megève
See next page for detail instructions to our accommodations.
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On entering Megeve,
For Chalet-Hotel Rond Point, Chalet Roseau and Hotel au Coeur de Megeve
Turn left at first large roundabout, sign Mont D'Arbois,
Chalet Hotel Rond Point is to your left on the next mini roundabout (about 200m).

Sometimes you can stop opposite, or go 50m up hill to a small car park, turn round there and stop in
the slip road just past the hotel to unload. Then find somewhere to park. Phone 0033 (0) 4 5021
1750.
Chalet Roseau As for Rond Point but go on up to small car park. Roseau is 20m up the hill behind the car park. You
can park free on this road or further up.
Hotel au Coeur de Megeve - As for Rond Point but turn right at the mini roundabout. Past the ice rink, the road
narrows and the Coeur de Megeve is straight ahead where the narrow road turns left. Usually best to stop by car park
exit at the end of the ice rink and carry your bags from there.
For Hotel Grange D’Arly
Past first large roundabout. Turn right after about 100m immediately after the bus station.
For Other Chalets, Apartments and Hotels
Past the first roundabout, past the bus station then turn left at the next large roundabout, Post Office (PTT) on left.
Hotel Vieux Moulin
100m from roundabout, turn right at cross roads. Vieux Moulin is 30 metres on right.
Apartment Chalet Centrale
Go up the road, look out for a car park on your left and a small parade of shops on your right. The Chemin des Ecoles
is on your right immediately after the small Casino supermarket and before the Hotel Chalet St. Georges. The chalet is
at the bottom of this road on your right before the road bends to the left.
Hotel Chalet St Georges
Past cross roads and car park. St Georges is ahead, slightly left when the road bears right. Car park entrance at left hand
side.
Hotel Gai Soleil
Just past the St Georges, fork right, Sport 2000 on your left. 200m.
Chalets Sylvana and Les Clochettes
Continue up the hill past the St Georges on your left, 30 metres fork left up hill, Sport 2000 on your right. T junction,
turn right, then Halt sign (Alp Hotel). 50 metres past Alp Hotel you see Intersport on left, turn left up the narrow, steep
track to the left of Intersport. We mean left. 75% of people go up the road to the right!!! If in doubt ask at Intersport.
Phone 0033 (0) 4 5058 9766
Le Sporting Apartments Rochebrune and Mont Blanc
The instructions we have sent will have asked you to call our Apartment rep when you enter Megeve. He or she will
then be waiting for you outside Intersport. If not please come up to the Sylvana - see above.
Once you have met our rep, you will need to turn up the road to the right of Intersport which leads to the Rochebrune
telepherique. The apartment car park entrance is 50m up this road, but you will need the key from our rep to get in.

